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doned mines, fortifications and tunnels, 

are important habitats for bats right 

across Europe. In the north, they are used 

primarily for hibernation as they provide 

the sheltered conditions bats need. In the 

south, where underground temperatures 

are warmer, they are used throughout the 

year for both breeding and hibernation. 

The most important sites may be used 

by many thousands of bats, though sites 

used by even small numbers can be re-

gionally important.

Unfortunately, many underground sites 

have an uncertain future. Some are filled 

in, blocked up or converted for other uses, 

others are opened for uncontrolled tour-

ism or are heavily disturbed by unauthor-

ised visitors. In some cases, the loss of a 

single site could affect bats over an area 

of many thousands of square kilometres.

Recognising the need to conserve and 

manage these sites, EUROBATS set up a 

project to catalogue the most important 

underground sites in Europe and has pre-

pared this practical guide to help Parties 

and Range States protect and manage 

them in a way that will take account of the 

needs of the bats.
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Figure 8. Security fence construction.

Fence top detail, Portugal.

4.3.4   Water barriers
Pools of water around the entrance and in-

side underground sites can be very effec-

tive at deterring casual intruders, though 

they are not effective at keeping out spele-

ologists, who are usually equipped for en-

tering wet sites. 

If water is available at the site, it may be 

possible to dig shallow pools or create low 

dams to ensure at least a few centimetres 

of water (or mud) block the entrance at the 

time of year when bats are present.

Details of bar spacing.

Security fence: general layout. Detail: orientation of the door and 
the ends of the bars.

General plan
Dimensions in metres

Interior
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